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−The Heart Is A Lonely HunterとGone With the Wind−
山　形　亜　子
はじめに
カーソン・マッカラーズの『心は孤独な狩人』（The Heart Is A Lonely 
Hunter 1940）を初めて読んだとき，私はこの作品よりもわずか４年前にマ
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131遠い南部−The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter と Gone With the Wind−
The Difficulty of Understanding the South
Ako YAMAGATA
《Abstract》
There is only a four-year interval between the publications of Margaret 
Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind and Carson McCullers’ The Heart Is A Lonely 
Hunter.  Both novels were written by Southern writers with Southern 
settings and both have achieved a measure of legitimacy.  However, the 
Southern images they represent seem so different, which makes me feel 
confused when I try to get a grasp of the whole idea of what the South is. 
Moreover, in both novels there are a great many parts I do not comprehend.
These facts remind me of the difficulties in understanding literature 
which has a foreign cultural background.  On the other hand, the appeal of 
appreciating foreign literature might lie among those difficulties.
In this paper, I would like to elucidate what the South is and what 
Southern literature means to me through an investigation of the gaps between 
the images of the South these two novels present and the aspects in each 
novel which make comprehension difficult for me.
